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Prologue 

Charles, Hong Kong Bill, the boy Conor and myself ventured forth at an ungodly hour for 
our annual pilgrimage to Europe’s finest Wargaming Exhibition – Salute 2014. Having 
survived the London Orbital Motorway and found our way through the labyrinth beneath 
the venue we emerged blinking into the main concourse. 

Here we witnessed a most marvellous spectacle. In order to accommodate the vast throng 
wishing entry to the Exhibition the organisers had opened an entire hall to contain the 
queue. Being no longer of an age where one can withstand long periods erect without 
alcoholic assistance we repaired to a nearby coffee-house and waited for the crowd to abate. 

By 10:20am we had entered the Elysian field that is the main exhibition hall and were 
immediately assaulted by scene most marvellous to behold. Hundreds of merchants and 
almost as many demonstrations of wargaming excellence were laid before us. 

We hied ourselves with all due haste to the stall of the well-known booksellers Osprey & 
Sons and made our presence known to our esteemed Editor Mr Philip Peregrine Smith. He 
was pleased to see that we had survived the journey and we made arrangements to meet 
later. 

From there we processed around the Exhibition and sought out those stalwart chaps who 
would be putting on demonstrations of our humble publication, to wit, The Games Club 
Network, The White Hart Gamesters and those cheeky chappies of Just About Games. 

In this and the second part of this report we shall be detailing these men’s fine efforts in 
prose illustrated by the efforts of Hong Kong Bill and his photographic plates. 

Before then I must recount a number of interesting and in some ways curious meetings we 
entertained during the day. The consequences of some of these encounters could well be 
significant to the future of our enterprise. 

The first was to meet up as we did last year with Sir Nicholas Eyre, proprietor of the 
Northstar Miniatures Works and his sculpting mechanic Stephen Saleh. Sir Nicholas 
confirmed that Mr Saleh shall be attempting the incredible feat of rendering the likenesses of 
the Tippoo Sultan, his men and various mechanical monstrosities. As one can no doubt 
imagine this brought both Charles and I considerable delight and we parted good friends as 
always. 

Another fine meeting was held with Mr Dean Winson and his winsome bride Mrs Katherine 
Winson. She is the mathematical mind behind The Automated Cost Calculating Engine that 
Charles and I have employed in our latter two books. Without this device there would no 
doubt be no end of errors for us to account for. For other than working out the odds in 
racing and baccarat Charles and I have proved hopeless in such simple arithmetical matters. 

I was particularly pleased to run into Brigadier Sir Gavin Brown (Sherwood Foresters, 
ret’d.). He is the fine chap who bravely took on my previous gaming exploit, In the 
Emperor’s Name, and has carried that torch so well these last years.  

Last, but by no means least, we met with Admiral Mark Byng and his wily valet Richard. 
The Admiral has had his dockyards beavering away for the last few months on a secret 
project for In Her Majesty’s Name and he presented each of us with a working model to test. 
Only one other living soul has had eyes on this project and that would be the estimable Mr 
Smith. If it should pass muster on our proving grounds we may be able to offer it for sale to 
Osprey & Sons. 

So, less of this dissembling, on with the report. 
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Allan Quatermain and the Lost City! 

This fabulous and eye-catching exhibition game was put on by The White Hart Gamers.  

 
Dave King, Karl Tebbutt, Mike Bradford and Mike Anson were responsible for one of the 
most photographed games of the whole Exhibition. 

They pitted Sir Allan Quatermain’s Hunting Party against the fiendish French Foreign 
Legion, some beastly Boers and a bunch of unwashed Sons of the Desert. You will be able to 
see from the photographs that follow that this was an exemplary effort. 
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The Royal Navy’s East African 
Aeronef  Squadron even got 
involved. 

A little mechanical 
difficulty 
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The first confirmed sighting of 
a French jackal Walker in sub-

Saharan Africa. 
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We shall cover the other two games in the second part of this report. 

The natives seem to be 
getting restless Sir! 

Le Legion Entrangere 
advance warily through the 

brush. 


